Abstract-Multilevel clustering has proven to be an effective technique for a number of problems. In this paper, we study a clusters-first approach to circuit placement, compare it to more traditional methods, and study the relationship between cluster sizes and placement quality. We also reveal shortcomings in recently developed benchmarks, that can serve to bias experiments towards a clusters-first methodology.
I. INTRODUCTION
Over the past few decades, the number of transistors in processors has been growing at an exponential rate. Every 18 months, the number of transistors on a chip roughly doubles, and circuit design problems become more complex. There is a great need for improvements to physical design tools, both to handle the increased design sizes, and to address the growing problem of interconnect delay.
As interconnect wires now dominate system delay [7] , there is a need to reduce the length of wires in high performance designs]. Optimization of this sort is primarily addressed by improved circuit placement; recent experiments suggest that there is a significant degree of suboptimality [5] .
In recent years, multilevel clustering has resulted in a great deal of improvement on a variety of problems. Perhaps best known is the impact on partitioning. An early paper by Cong[6] performed a limited amount of clustering, reducing the size of a hypergraph; the authors then used the well known Fiduccia-Mattheyses[ 1 11 heuristic to perform partitioning. The limited amount of clustering proved beneficial; further clustering provided even greater gains, resulting in the state-ofthe-art multilevel clustering partitioners such as hMetis . These partitioners are used in bisection-based placement tools such as Feng Shui [l J and Capo[4] .
Recently, Hu and Marek-Sadowska[ 121 presented a placement approach that first applies a limited amount of clustering, reducing the size of the placement problem; the authors then used Capo to perform placement. The primary impact of the approach was improved run times; there was also a modest improvement in placement wire length. The parallels between single and multilevel clustering for partitioning, and current placement efforts, is striking. The focus of this work is on an investigation of multilevel clustering for placement. We find that there are fundamental problems with cluster creation that present significant challenges for placement; the nature of these problems also reveals shortcomings in recently presented synthetic benchmarks.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In Section II., we provide a brief summary of prior work in 'Wire length minimization alone is not equivalent to delay minimization: we focus on wire length here, as it is a commonly used metric, and easy to quantify. placement and in multilevel clustering based partitioning. We next present a "clusters first" placement approach in Section 111.; we utilize a clustering tree within a combinatorial optimization framework. Section IV. presents experimental results, comparing our work to other recently developed tools. We conclude the paper with Section V..
BACKGROUND
A hypergraph G ( V , E ) is a graph with vertex set V and hyperedge set E . The degree of each vertex v in V , d ( v ) , is the number of edges incident to it. Each vertex v has a size s ( v ) . The degree of hyperedge e, d ( e ) , is the number of vertices incident to it. Number of edges between a vertex v and a vertex U is denoted by N(v, U). In VLSI design, a "cell" is roughly equialent to a vertex, while the signal net connecting a group of cells is roughly equivalent to a hyperedge. We refer to a "pin" as the connection between a vertex and a edge, so number of pins on a vertex v is the same as d ( v ) , and the number of pins of a edge e is the same as d ( e ) .
We will formulate the placement problem as one of assigning vertices of a hypergraph to physical locations; the objective is to minimize the total (bounding box) length of all hyperedges. Objectives for partitioning are to minimize the total number (or weight) of cut edges, subject to area constraints on each side.
A. Multilevel Partitioning
Partitioning is a well studied problem. Methods by Kernighan and Lin[ 141, and Fiduccia and Matthyeses[ 1 13 are well known, and the basic methods developed by these authors are used in many current implementations. An improvement in solution quality was obtained through the use of multilevel clustering[ 131; a clustering tree is first constructed, with traditional partitioning methods being used to find an initial solution, and then refine the solution as the tree is unclustered.
B. Circuit Placement
In this section, we briefly discuss the issues involved in Standard Cell Placement. Standard cells are the smallest 0-7803-8346-X/04/$20.00 02004 IEEE
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indivisible components of a VLSI design; when placing these cells on a wafer of silicon, we have many candidate positions.
Our objective is to find a placement of standard cells that gives us a minimum total wire length. The total wire length required is simply the sum of the lengths for each interconnect tree required to complete the connections.
Assuming that we have roughly the same number of candidate positions as standard cells to be placed, we can estimate the order of complexity involved in finding an optimal solution. If there are n cells, and we find all permutations of the placement, we end up with complexity O ( n ! ) .
We would also need to calculate the total wire length of the placement using the netlist.
With the number of cells reaching hundreds of thousands or millions, it is obvious that a brute force mechanism to find an optimal solution is not feasible. The placement problem is in fact NP-hard, resulting in the wide use of heuristics. Common methods for standard cell placement include recursive bisection, analytic methods, and simulated annealing.
In partitioning based placement (such as [21, [81, [41, [I]), we partition the standard cells recursively into two parts such that there is minimum crossover of connections between the cells over the partition. Doing this recursively ensures that the cells that are connected remain relatively close to each other and cells that do not belong to the same net remain further away from each other.
Analytic methods, such as [ 16] , [9] , [ 171, model the placement problem with linear programming-like methods. Cells in a placement can be viewed as nodes, connected by a set of springs. Attractive and repulsive forces are assigned between cells, and the manipulation of these forces will results in the relative positioning of objects. By repeatedly solving linear (or quadratic) equations which represent the forces, and then adjusting the positions of individual cells, a "low energy" solution can be found. This corresponds to a placement with good total wire length.
Simulated Annealing [lS] , [I 81 , [I91 is a probabilistic approach; cell positions are randomly changed, with each move being accepted or rejected based on a "temperature" based function. At high temperatures, both moves are accepted, with little regard for the impact of the move on an objective function. At lower temperatures, there is a preference for moves that improve the objective function. By allowing the chance that a move that degrades solution quality will be accepted, annealing can escape local minima. Run times for annealing methods are typically high, but solution quality is in general quite good.
CLUSTERS FIRST APPROACH
It is natural to suspect that the success of multilevel clustering for partitioning can be extended to placement. The initial success of the single-level clustering method of Cong and Smith[6] has parallels to a recent placement effort[l2]. In our preliminary experiments, a simple top-down combinatorial approach was able to find optimal placements for meshlike graphs, when provided with an initial optimal clustering tree [lO] .
In this section, we describe the construction of a cluster tree for our placement approach, and the combinatorial method we use to convert the clustering solution into a placement. 
A. Clustering
As with most clustering methods, we merge smaller clusters into larger ones. A new cluster has all of the nets of the two child clusters except the nets between the two; the size is the sum of the two child clusters.
Construction of a good cluster tree requires a good objective function during clustering. In our experiments, we have considered a variety of connectivity objectives, W ( U , v ) , to determine the merit of merging cluster LI and v. We use the cluster sizes, number of common nets, net cardinality, cluster degree, and difference between cluster sizes in a variety of ways. The information about the number of nets between them, N ( u , v ) , size of components of the pair, s(u) and s ( v ) , and relationship to the other clusters, d ( u ) and d ( v ) and/or d ( e [ u , v ] ) , is updated during clustering. Figure 1 illustrates the clustering process.
In terms of placement quality, perhaps the most significant element of successful clustering is to maintain clusters of roughly equal size throughout the process. For combinatorialbased placement, described in the next section, a mismatch of cluster sizes degrades solution quality considerably.
While there is a wide range of clustering objective functions, and extensive work on the subject, the experiments presented in Section IV. use a clustering tree obtained from the topdown application of the partitioner hMetis. Motivation for the use of this tree is that it in many respects represents the "best possible" clustering tree one might expect to obtain. As the partitioning is performed in a top-down manner, we find good locations to break the circuit into smaller clusters. Using a variety of different metrics (number of cut nets, ratio
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of internal to external nets, cluster sizes, etc.), the clustering tree obtained in this manner was better than any tree we were able to construct in a bottom-up fashion.
B. Combinatorial Placement
Following clustering, a placement can be generated by simply enumerating different locations for each of four "top level" clusters. After fixing the locations of the top four clusters, we continue to the next "level of the clustering tree, refining the placement further.
In our combinatorial approach, we operate by default on groups of four clusters, finding optimal configurations for the group. As refinement proceeds, optimization windows can span boundaries between clusters.
This process is illustrated in Figure 2 . If our cluster tree has groupings of "JFAE," "BGCD," "OPKL," and "MNHI" as the top four clusters, the twelve different permutations are evaluated; the permutation with minimum wirelength is then selected. Each cluster is then divided into groups four smaller clusters, and the optimal configuration for each group of four is found. An optimization window then passes over the placement, potentially moving some small clusters from the top group across the earlier boundaries.
C. Placement Legalization
The size of clusters can vary somewhat, and it is in general unlikely that the area of a cluster will fit exactly into a fixed number of rows in a placement. The inital placement found can be considered "abstract," and legalization is required.
We use a dynamic programming method to assign cells to non-overlapping positions in rows. The method we use was described in [l] , and was in fact developed first for the placement approach we focus here.
IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
To evaluate the impact of a "clusters first" approach, we tested the approach described here on a number of recent benchmarks, and compare to state-of-the-art academic tools. Obviously, the quality of clustering impacts the results, and we use the "top-down'' tree obtained by hMetis, for the reasons mentioned earlier.
A. Placement Images
To visualize the nature of clusters found, and their locations within a placement, we show Figures 3 to 6. The "top level" clusters are shaded in different colors, to show their locations. A good placement for a cluster is not necessarily a tightly packed rectilinear region.
B. IBM Benchmarks
In terms of wire length, the combinatorial approach did not obtain results that were as good as methods such as Feng Shui 2.0 and Dragon, although it does outperform Capo and mPL. Despite the high quality of the clustering tree, the impact of terminal propagation (essentially ignored during clustering) bounds solution quality. Results are shown in Table I .
From these experiments, we would suggest that while "pure clustering" can capture a great deal of the complexity of the placement problem, ignoring the physical component (and terminal propagation) limits the quality of results.
C. PEKO Benchmarks
While "clusters first" did not obtain the best results on the IBM benchmarks, it is significantly more effective when given the synthetic "PEKO" benchmarks. Results of these experiments are shown in Table 11 . This set of benchmarks contains only local nets; to develop a placement problem in which an optimal solution is known, nets are inserted into a regular grid. If a net of degree d is to be inserted, cells within a small rectangle are selected to be attached to the net; the size of the rectangle is required to have the smallest possible area that can contain d cells.
The benchmark construction can be viewed as heavily favoring a clustering approach; at the first level of clustering, when connected cells are grouped, every grouping is consistant with an optimal placement. This is clearly not the case with the IBM benchmarks, explaining the difference in performance of our "clusters first" approach, as well as that of the clusteringdriven tool mPL [S] .
The contrast in results leads to an observation: it is unlikely that a placement with minimum-length nets is possible for the IBM benchmarks. While the PEKO and IBM benchmarks are similar from a statistical perspective, it is likely that some nets in the IBM benchmarks would not be placed with minimum possible wire length in an optimal solution.
V. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we have studied a "clusters first" approach to circuit placement. Experiments indicate that even with high quality clusters, the effect of terminal propagation must be considered during placement if we wish to obtain high quality results. This contrasts with partitioning problems, in which terminal propagation is not a constraint.
While the combinatorial approach was not able to match leading the best bisection based tool or an annealing based tool, our research in this area did result in the development of the fractional cut approach and the dynamic programming based legalizer described in [I] .
As part of our current work, we are continuing our investigation into the structure of placement benchmarks, and how this can be utilized to improve results. While the PEKO benchmarks are in some respects similar to industry designs, there are clearly aspects which favor some placement methods, while putting others at a disadvantage.
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